Unlock potential
KPMG Powered Enterprise | Procurement
enabled by Coupa

Resilience requires transformation
Many CEOs are looking to transform their operating models, recognising that agility is
key. CHROs have a pivotal role to play in how the organisation and its people respond.
CPOs have important questions
—

How can procurement help unlock transformation?

—

Can I be a better partner to my business?

—

How do I move away from a mix of models and
processes?

—

Can I drive value with richer spend analytics?

—

What is the best way to make change happen smoothly?

Powered Enterprise accelerates procurement
transformation
At the heart of KPMG Powered Enterprise | Procurement is a
pre-built target operating model that complements Coupa in the
Cloud.
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KPMG’s Powered Procurement offers an outcome-driven
solution that helps prepare your business for the future.
At KPMG, we understand the human factors involved in business
transformation. We can help inspire and empower your people
and partners to embrace change as you align your workforce
transformation with industry disruption.
A pre-configured Powered Procurement Cloud solution,
embedded with our years of leading practice and enhanced with
automation, Powered Procurement enables you to quickly
transform and derive increased value from your move to the
Cloud.

It’s not what you put into the Cloud that
matters, but what you get out of it
Powered Enterprise | Procurement can provide:
—

A jump start to your digital transformation

—

Immediate access to leading practices and processes

—

Validated solutions with tried-and-tested real-world
usability

—

Reduced implementation risks and enhanced ROI

—

High-touch change management and employee
experience

—

A solid platform for continuing evolution and progress

Powered enables us to see the future,
relate it to what we have today and move
forward with leading practice.
– A multinational hospital

KPMG was a perfect fit for us, bringing the
tools and experience necessary for us to
make a complete and smooth transition to
the cloud.
– A US building material company
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Going beyond efficiency gains
Powered Procurement enabled by Coupa focuses on the future agility of your
business. It reaches beyond efficiency gains from traditional procurement-related
tasks by using automation, predictive analytics and cognitive learning to extend
the role of procurement.

With KPMG Powered
Enterprise | Procurement
enabled by Coupa you can:
–

Transform the way you run
your business

–

Build agile functions that
evolve as you grow

–

Help your people to adopt
and embrace change

–

Exploit new technologies
for value and performance

–

Drive future success with
the latest leading practice

What’s in the box?
Powered Procurement provides a formidable combination of leading practices
and processes, tried and tested technology solutions and a next-generation
delivery framework.
—

The Powered operating model shapes how transformation plays through every
layer of your organisation;

—

the Powered execution suite is an integrated platform of next generation tools
to help deliver functional transformation;

—

and Powered managed services provides access to specialised resources to
drive continuing evolution.

The Powered Enterprise operating model
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To find out more about Powered
Enterprise | Procurement
enabled by Coupa and the
impact it can have on
your business visit:
www.kpmg.com/uk/
poweredprocurement
What comes next is Powered by
KPMG.

To find out more about KPMG Powered
Procurement, please contact:
David McGonigle
Director, Powered Supply Chain
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KPMG in the UK
T: +44 (0)207 3118317
E: david.mcgonigle@kpmg.co.uk
Andrew Underwood
Partner
KPMG in the UK
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E: Andrew.Underwood@KPMG.co.uk
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Imagine your procurement function with...
Invoice processing down

60%

from 20 to 8 days

1st pass match rate

up 52%
for PO backed invoices

Seeing is believing with Powered Enterprise | Procurement.
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